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Team Northwest Rises to the Top
By Michael Hudson

Worldwide, there are few regions which feature top level maritime fleet operators, premier naval architects, world class ship
building, and a manufacturer of machinery which measures
up to BOLLARD™ generator sets. The new Foss tug, the Jamie
Ann showcases all the above.

Equipment and our BOLLARD™ brand. Over the years, Foss
and MER have shared an excellent working relationship. The
BOLLARD™ machines built by MER have met Foss’ tough requirements for performance in previous projects. Plus, MER's
support services have always been there for Foss.

Meeting the latest challenges for building a new tug for a ship
assist operator on the West Coast requires a team effort above
and beyond tug designs of the past. As explained by Foss Naval Architect and Project Manager, Janic Trepanier, “there is
an increased need for larger tugs capable of safely escorting
the massive container ships and tankers calling on US ports
today.” Plus, to meet the latest engine emissions regulations,
incorporating new advanced technology would be required.
Here is how the Jamie Ann was developed to rise to that challenge.

The team generated final specs for the BOLLARD™ units
which included many features that, in total, provide wide separation from those offered by manufacturers of basic marine
gensets. To provide exceptional service life, conservatively
rated and highly efficient Marathon Mariner generator ends
were included. The engine and electrical systems were fully
engineered by MER and integrated with John Deere engines
for high hour application. Imron, two-part poly-urethane
paint was applied for long life and corrosion resistance.

Foss turned to Jensen Maritime's exceptional engineering
staff for this new, leading edge tug project. There are few naval
architecture firms anywhere which offer the portfolio of advanced tug designs as Jensen Maritime in Seattle.
The design is a 95’ beast of a tug. Muscle power comes from
twin engines producing 6,866 combined horsepower and
driving propellers through azimuthing stern drives (ASD).
The bollard pull tests exceed 90 tons. The latest generation
of EPA Tier 4 emissions compliant engines required special
design consideration to accommodate Diesel Exhaust Fluid
(DEF) tankage and related delivery and control equipment.
Tugs commonly have two hearts, the main engines that drive
the propellers and the power for everything else including
winches which comes from the generator sets. The load analysis and operation plan produced the requirement for two,
120kW ship’s service diesel generators and a 65kW hotel unit.
Following completion of the magnificent new tug design,
Foss selected the shipyard which would bring the expertise
required to execute construction of the vessel and meet the
highest standards. Foss selected Nichols Brothers Boat Builders from Freeland, WA, a yard that demonstrates the capabilities needed with their proven track record. Nichols has produced a broad spectrum of tugs which have performed well
beyond operator expectations.
As Nichols and Foss refined the vessel specification for generator sets to meet the heavy duty service requirements and
special noise abatement objectives, they reached out to MER
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To meet the latest USCG Subchapter M regulations, equipment such as double wall fuel lines, permanent magnet generators, and upgraded electrical and monitoring equipment
were included. The generator sets were designed to operate in
parallel for seamless load transfer and redundant control for
each genset provided.
In addition to reliability and safety, another important objective in the design is crew comfort. When the tug is not working and the loads are reduced, the vessel engineers switch over
to the hotel genset. The BOLLARD™ MG65 were installed in a
new noise abatement enclosure developed by MER engineering. The enclosure is more than just a box with a genset inside,
it is a high performance sound shield with integrated systems
for mounting, exhaust, air intake silencing, and more.
Over the years, we have been told funny stories by chief engineers that they had a hard time sleeping if they could not hear
the roar of a genset running below in the engine room. On
board the Jamie Ann, it didn’t take long for the crew to come
to appreciate the quiet when they transfer to the hotel set. The
design and performance of the enclosure is another example
of how BOLLARD™ generator sets rise above the competitors.
Our crew at MER Equipment is proud to be part of a regional
team made up of experts in the Northwest maritime industry.
The Jamie Ann is an exceptional working example of up to the
minute design and exceptional execution in vessel construction. So, how does the team top that? A second tug, the sister
ship Sarah Averick recently launched and there are two more
tugs on the way.
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CAT PTO Kits
By Tyler Allen

We don’t sell CAT propulsion engines, but we’ve been asked a lot recently if we could build PTO kits for them. We made our
first kit three years ago and have added a couple more options every year since then. So far, we have kits for the C18, 3512 and
3516 propulsion engines. All three of these engines are popular propulsion engines for a range of commercial fish boats that
often need to run hydraulics off the front.
Our newest kit is for the C18. Since the engine is available with a front bellhousing, it was an easy decision to provide a front
PTO. Currently we are offering 1000, 1200, 1500 & 2000 ft-lb electric clutch options. Installation takes about 2 hours and can
be configured for a gear pump drive like the one pictured below for the 3512.
The 3512 has a bit more power available off the front. Two stacked pumps can run off the front for a combined total flow of
300GPM @ 2000 PSI when using our speed increasing, double pump drive set-up. At engine idle that is roughly 2500 ft-lbs of
torque. For that size of operation, we recommend using an air clutch configuration.
If you don’t see what you need on our website, we are more than happy to customize in order to provide a solution that works
for your particular operation.

C18 Front Bellhousing

C18

3512 CAT w/ D28 GearBox

3512 CAT w/ D20 GearBox

"We really appreciated the quality, attention to detail
and craftsmanship that MER put into the BOLLARD™
200kW genset for the Arctic Wind. We could not be
happier with their overall performance."
Jerry Downing
President, B&N Fisheries

Dealer Projects
Our BOLLARD™ Dealer Network has been busy this year.
Here are just a few of the boats that were repowered with
BOLLARD™ Marine Generators in 2020.

Curry Marine
F/V Lisa Melinda
BOLLARD™ 99kW
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Kodiak Diesel
F/V Gallant Girl
BOLLARD™ 28kW

In Demand Marine
F/V Tiffany Lee
BOLLARD™ 40kW
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Show Special
No shows? No problem!
Just because Pacific Marine Expo & the WorkBoat Show
aren’t live this year doesn’t mean you have to miss out on
our year-end special.
Receive $500 (retail) in parts with every deposit received
between Nov. 1 – Dec. 15, 2020, for a BOLLARD™ marine
generator package.
We look forward to seeing you in 2021!

What the $%^! Is Wrong With My Generator???
By Herb Knight

The answer to the question “What's wrong with my generator?!" is the most sought-after from our Product Support Department. It is normally asked right after the boat goes dark.
The first question I always ask is, if they can smell anything like burnt plastic or if they saw any smoke or flames from the
gen-end. If the answer is yes, it is usually game-over. If the answer is no, the next question is what is the output voltage? Most
responses are “none”, but none means zero. Residual voltage is somewhere between 20 – 80 volts AC and low voltage vs none
is all the difference in the world.
Residual voltage means the windings have not completely lost their magnetism. With residual voltage you still have a chance
of making repairs on the fishing grounds.
The first item to check is the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR). The AVR stabilizes the voltage coming from the generator
by taking the fluctuating voltage and changing it into a constant voltage. Voltage fluctuation mainly occurs due to variation
in the load on the generator coming from the boat. The AVR monitors the electrical voltage with sensing leads attached to the
bus bar of the generator end. As more power is demanded from the generator, the voltage will drop. In layman’s terms, the
regulator sees a load has been applied to the generator and tells the diode bridge to provide more excitation DC voltage to the
field circuit to increase output voltage to compensate for the new electrical requirement.
Inspect the wiring inside the box on top of the generator end. Look for loose or chafed wires. A chafed wire will cause the AVR
to have an erratic reading and may give you that smoke or burnt smell we asked about earlier. At the same time, look at the
connections to the AVR. As most are spade terminals, it is possible to have the female side expand and cause a loose connection. Ensure all the connections are a tight fit.
With the generator still in the off position, remove the end cover (normally plastic), and perform an inspection of the wiring,
diode bridge and windings. Look for loose or missing bolts, loose or broken wires and burnt or discolored windings. Inspect
the cleanliness of the windings, as oil-soaked or dirty windings are a failure waiting to happen. Keep in mind that most of the
smaller generators are a single, sealed bearing design, they do not require maintenance. Depending on annual usage, the bearing should be replaced every three to five years depending on manufacturers’ recommendations. The half-life of the engine or
20,000 hours is a good rule of thumb.
One of the troubleshooting tests we do is to check what the AVR is telling the diode bridge. We do this by measuring with a
volt/ohm meter set to DC voltage on the F+ and F- terminals on the AVR. This is done with the generator running, so do follow
all safety precautions. The normal output, depending on which generator you have, will be between 14 – 34 volts DC. If generator output voltage changes, the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) increases or decreases the flow of excitation currently
directed to the generator field windings. Generator output voltage is increased or decreased by changing the current supply
(number of flux lines) to the generator. Thus, if you have no output voltage to the field and you have checked everything else,
then the odds are that you probably have a bad AVR.
Stay tuned for our next episode of What Is Wrong With My Generator?! when we will discuss testing diodes on the diode
bridge. If you have any questions give us a call at 206-280-1094.
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From The Captain
Random Acts of Kindness

Ivan Fox was a tough negotiator, a hard nose fish processing superintendent, a no nonsense, get the job done kind of guy. Pound for pound he was one of the strongest men I
have ever known. He was a Republican and a member of the NRA. He was also never far
from a random act of kindness.
Ivan managed a remote fish processing plant on Kodiak Island. The Uganik Bay cannery
was about 65 miles from town as the crow flies. It was not served by the road system. The
only access was by boat or seaplane as there was no landing strip. Visitors were not welcome nor invited as the FDA inspector was a constant thorn in the side of any Seafood
Processing manager. One day in the summer of 1965 or so, two college kids showed up
uninvited on the mail plane from town. Ivan found them wandering around the boardwalk and asked what their business was.
They told him they were looking for work. Ivan, being more than a little irritated, told them the crew was full and they should
start walking back to town as there was no place for them here. They wanted to know where they could find something to eat
and a place to sleep. He pointed toward town, just over that mountain top where you came from. There was a trail in that direction, he pointed the way. Ivan knew the trail was only about half a mile long where it ended at the waterfall in a steep canyon
that supplied water to the processing plant. Off they went with their backpacks.
Well after dark it started to rain, and the wind came up. Ivan put on his boots and proceeded up the trail where he found the
two boys hunkered under a tree in a tattered tent, hungry and cold. He led them back to the mess-hall, he cooked them dinner
on the big cast iron mess hall stove. After they were fed, he gave them a warm room in the bunkhouse. The next morning, he
found them both a job in the cannery even though he really didn’t need the extra help at the time. They worked hard for a week
or so but discovered that cannery work really wasn’t what they had in mind for summer fun. They thanked Ivan for his kindness
and hospitality. He got them a boat ride back to town on one of the tenders. Ivan never mentioned this story to me. It was told
to me by his daughter. I suspect he thought nothing of it. But I remember Ivan as that guy who considered the opportunity to
give someone a hand or a lift up in life a privilege not a burden.
I would like to think in this year of all years we could all take a lesson from Ivan. Many are hurting, many have lost their livelihood and even loved ones to Covid. It is a chance for all of us to come together for one another to show a little kindness and
understanding. There is so much more that unites us than divides us. I recall when all of us got our news from Walter Cronkite
and we would form our opinions based on the same set of facts. Today we are bombarded with alternative facts and misinformation, conspiracy theories, distrust, and hateful dialog.
It is time we stop the hate, embrace the love we hold in our hearts, forgive those who trespass against us and find our common
ground again. Life is too short to spend with darkness in our hearts. We have enough trouble in the world to be upset about
without finding offence to opinion we do not necessarily agree with. You’re not a racist because you celebrate diversity. Looting
and property crime is not OK. Neither is it OK to hate someone because they don’t look like you. The second amendment was
written before we had fully automatic killing machines. No one would go deer hunting with an AR-15. Gun rights are sacred
and guaranteed by the constitution but so is life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. We can lift one another up from this time
of trouble and strife. Do something good for yourself, go out and practice a random act of kindness. You may find that the spirit
it lifts the most will be your own.

Stay in touch
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